St. Clare’s School  2015 BOOKLIST
YEAR 1

Texts
1  Letters and Sounds – My Beginner’s Dictionary  (Mary Schwenke)
1  Sound Waves National Edition (Barbara Murray & Terri Watson - Firefly Press)
1  R.E.A.D  I.T. Home Reading Journal - Junior Level (Kluwell Publishers)
1  Oxford Big Ideas Maths Year 1 Student Book ISBN: 9780195568912
1  Writing Time Book 1: Adventures in Handwriting (Firefly Press)

Equipment/Miscellaneous
1  Box of Tissues
1  Box of Lead Pencils (Staedler or another good quality brand)
1  Packet of Twister Colours
1  Packet of Felt Markers
1  Box of 16 Craypas
3  Black Whiteboard Marker (Dry Wipe Only)
2  Erasers
1  Pair of Scissors
3  Large glue sticks (bostik)
1  Pencil Case (medium)
2  Plastic Wallet Folders
1  A4 Display Folder
1  Library Bag – waterproof -(available at school office)
1  Paint Shirt (any old shirt)
1  A4 Cardboard Envelope Folders

The children should already have from previous year:
1  Sound Waves National Edition Desk Chart (A4 size)
1  Set of Headphones for computers (good quality please)

Writing Books
5  Scrapbooks – Blank Pages
2  Year One Exercise Books
2  A4 Year One Exercise Books
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YEAR 2

Texts
1  Sound Waves 2 National Edition (Barbara Murray & Terri Watson - Firefly Press)
1  R.E.A.D I.T. Home Reading Journal - Junior Level (Kluwell Publishers)
1  Oxford Big Ideas Maths Year 2 Student Book ISBN: 9780195568929
1  Writing Time Book 2: Adventures in Handwriting (Firefly Press)

Equipment/Miscellaneous
2  Boxes of Tissues
1  Box of HB Lead Pencils (Staedler or another good quality brand)
1  Packet of Twister Colours
1  Packet of Felt Markers
2  Black Whiteboard Markers (Dry Wipe Only)
2  Erasers
1  Pair of Scissors
1  Ruler 2cm width for margins
1  Sharpener
1  Red Biro
3  Large glue sticks (bostik)
1  Bottle PVA Glue 250ml
1  Highlighter
1  Large Pencil Case (or 2 smaller ones to separate colours and writing tools)
2  Plastic Wallet Folders
1  A4 Display Folder
1  Calculator - Canon LS82Z Portable Desktop Display Calculator (or something similar)
NO SCIENTIFIC CALCULATORS PLEASE.
2  A4 Cardboard Envelope Folders (any colour)

The children should already have from previous year:
1  Sound Waves National Edition Desk Chart (A4 size)
1  Library Bag – waterproof -(available at school office)
1  Paint Shirt (any old shirt)
1  Letter and Sounds – My Beginner’ Dictionary (Mary Schwenke) (From Year 1)
1  Set of Headphones for computers (good quality please)

Writing Books
10  A4 Year 2 Exercise Books (red and blue lined)
2  A4 Quad Books (10mm)
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YEAR 3

Text Books
1  R.E.A.D  I.T. Home Reading Journal - Junior Level (Kluwell Publishers)
1  Sound Waves 3 National Edition (Barbara Murray & Terri Watson – Firefly Press)
1  Oxford Big Ideas Maths Year 3 Student Book ISBN: 9780195568936
1  Writing Time Book 3: Adventures in Handwriting (Firefly Press)

Equipment/Miscellaneous
1  Box of Tissues
1  Box of HB Lead Pencils (Staedler or another good quality brand)
1  Packet of Twister Colours
1  Packet of Felt Markers
1  Packet of Coloured Pencils
1  Packet of Craypas
3  Black Whiteboard Markers (Dry Wipe Only)
2  Erasers
1  Pair of Scissors
1  Ruler
1  Sharpener
3  Red Biro
1  Bottle PVA Glue 250ml
1  Packet of Craypas
3  Large glue sticks (bostik)
1  Highlighter
2  Pencil Cases (1 small and 1 medium to separate colours from writing tools)
1  A4 Zipper Folder for homework
2  A4 Display Folders
1  USB Memory Stick with Lanyard
4  A4 Cardboard Envelope Folders (any colour)

The children should already have from previous year:
1  Sound Waves National Edition Desk Chart (A4 size)
1  Library Bag – waterproof -(available at school office)
1  Paint Shirt (any old shirt)
1  Calculator- Canon LS82Z Portable Desktop Display Calculator (or something similar)  NO SCIENTIFIC CALCULATORS PLEASE.
1  Set of headphones for computers (good quality please)

Writing Books
1  Quad Book(10mm)
14  A4 Year 3 & 4 Exercise Books – red and blue lined
1  A3 Quill Sketch Book (Q579)
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YEAR 4

Texts
1   Sound Waves 4 - National Edition (Barbara Murray & Terri Watson – Firefly Press)
1   Oxford Big Ideas Maths Year 4 Student Book  ISBN: 9780195568943
1   Writing Time Book 4: Adventures in Handwriting (Firefly Press)

Equipment/Miscellaneous
2   Boxes of Tissues
1   Box of HB Lead Pencils (Staedler or another good quality brand)
1   Packet of Twister Colours
1   Packet of Felt Markers
1   Packet of Coloured Pencils
2   Black Whiteboard Markers (Dry Wipe Only)
2   Erasers
1   Pair of Scissors
1   Ruler
1   Sharpener
2   Large glue sticks (bostik)
3   Highlighters (different colours)
1   Pack of craypas
1   Bottle PVA Glue 250ml
2   Red Biros
1   Black fine felt tip pen
1   Pencil Case
1   A4 Folder for homework
1   A4 Display Folder
4   A4 Cardboard Envelope Folders (different colours please)

The children should already have from previous year:
1   Sound Waves National Edition Desk Chart (A4 Size)
1   Library Bag – waterproof -(available at school office)
1   Paint Shirt (any old shirt)
1   Calculator - Canon LS82Z Portable Desktop Display Calculator (or something similar)  NO SCIENTIFIC
   CALCULATORS PLEASE.
1   USB Memory Stick with Lanyard
1   Oxford Primary Australian Dictionary (Maureen Brooks & Joan Ritchie – Oxford University Press
1   Set of headphones for computers – good quality please

Writing Books
2   Quad Books (10mm)
14  A4 Year 4 Exercise Books- red and blue lined – 96 pages
1   A3 Quill Sketch Book (Q579)
1   Student Diary
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YEAR 5

Texts
1  Sound Waves 5 National Edition - (Barbara Murray & Terri Watson – Firefly Press)
1  Oxford Big Ideas Maths Year 5 Student Book ISBN: 9780195568950
1  Writing Time Book 5: Adventures in Handwriting (Firefly Press)

Equipment/Miscellaneous
1  Box of Tissues
1  Box of HB Pencils (Staedler or another good quality brand)
1  Packet of Twister Colours
1  Packet of Felt Markers
1  Packet of Coloured Pencils
3  Black Whiteboard Markers (Dry Wipe Only)
2  Erasers
1  Pair of Scissors
1  Ruler
1  Sharpener
2  Large glue sticks (bostik)
3  Highlighters (different colours)
1  Packet of Craypas
2  Red Biros
1  Black Fine Tip Felt Pen
1  Pencil Case
1  A4 Display Folder
1  A4 Folder for homework
4  A4 Cardboard Envelope Folders (different colours please)

The children should already have from previous year:
1  Sound Waves National Edition Desk Chart (A4 size)
1  Library Bag – waterproof -(available at school office)
1  Paint Shirt (any old shirt)
1  Calculator - Canon LS82Z Portable Desktop Display Calculator (or something similar) NO SCIENTIFIC CALCULATORS PLEASE.
1  USB Memory Stick with Lanyard
1  Set of headphones for computers

Writing Books
2  Quad Books (10mm)
14 A4 Year 4 Exercise Books – red and blue lined – 96 page
2  Notepads
1  A3 Quill Sketch Book (Q579)
1  Student Diary
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YEAR 6

Texts
1  Sound Waves 6 National Edition (Barbara Murray & Terri Watson – Firefly Press)
1  Oxford Big Ideas Maths Year 6 Student Book  ISBN: 9780195568967

Equipment/Miscellaneous
1  Kent Set (Tin box – No. 606 preferred)
1  Box of Tissues
1  Box of HB Pencils (Staedler or another good quality brand)
1  Packet of Twister Colours
1  Packet of Felt Markers
1  Packet of Coloured Pencils
3  Black Whiteboard Markers (Dry Wipe Only)
2  Erasers
1  Pair of Scissors
1  Ruler (2cm wooden only)
1  Packet of Craypas
1  Sharpener
2  Large glue sticks (bostik)
3  Highlighters (different colours)
2  Red Biros
1  Black Fine Tip Felt Pen
1  Pencil Case
1  A4 Display Folders
1  A4 Folder for homework
4  A4 Cardboard Envelope Folders (different colours please)
1  Bottle PVA Glue

The children should already have from previous year:
1  Sound Waves National Edition Desk Chart (A4 size)
1  Library Bag – waterproof -(available at school office)
1  Paint Shirt (any old shirt)
1  Calculator - Canon LS82Z Portable Desktop Display Calculator (or something similar)  NO SCIENTIFIC CALCULATORS PLEASE.
1  USB Memory Stick with Lanyard
1  Set of headphones for computers

Writing Books
1  Quad Book (10mm)
14  A4 Exercise Books –blue lined – 64 page
2  Notepads
1  A3 Quill Sketch Book (Q579)
1  Student Diary
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PREP

Texts
1. Sound Waves Foundation Pack (Barbara Murray & Terri Watson – Firefly Press)
1. Writing Time Book F: Adventures in Handwriting (Firefly Press)

Equipment/Miscellaneous
2. Scrapbooks (Blank) - 96 page
2. Scrapbooks (64 page)
6. Triangular HB Pencils
1. Packet “Texta Zoom Twist Crayons” (Twisters)
3. Glue sticks (Bostik)
1. Packet Faber Castel Markers
1. Large box Tissues
5. Black Whiteboard Markers (dry wipe only)
1. Library Bag, waterproof (available from school office)
3. A4 display folders
1. A4 Cardboard Envelope folder (any colour)
1. A4 Zip Up Bag (Large, Sovereign brand, zippered mesh-data)
1. Set of Shintaro stereo Headphones for computers
1. Year 1 Exercise books (48 page)
1. A3 Quill Sketch Book (Q579)
1. Small Pillow and Sheet in a bag for resting

PLEASE CLEARLY LABEL ALL ITEMS